
LightStream™ Projectors with PortAll™ Deliver Simplified Wireless Streaming

SOLUTION BRIEF

Challenge

Wireless multimedia streaming via compact dongles like Google 
Chromecast™ has taken the consumer world by storm. As is often the 
case, both the enterprise and educational worlds have taken note of 
the advantages (it’s clearly one of the most effective ways to access 
multimedia content in the cloud) and is following suit. Are there any 
projectors that make wireless multimedia streaming easier and more 
efficient?

Solution

Wireless dongles bring a new level of simplicity to streaming media 
content, improving meeting efficiency and enhancing interaction. 
Presenters are empowered to pull from an endless array of material via the 
Internet on their mobile devices. This allows for easy movement around 
the meeting room or classroom, enhancing participation and interaction.  
Making streaming multimedia more convenient than ever, ViewSonic’s 
LightStream projectors feature the patented PortAll enclosed HDMI® 
dongle compartment. With PortAll, wireless HDMI dongles are kept 
secure and out of sight, while content is wirelessly streamed in beautiful 
true-to-life colors. Compatible with any wireless HDMI dongle (including 
ViewSonic’s own Wireless Presentation Gateway Dongle, WPG-300), 
PortAll lets users choose their preferred wireless multimedia streaming 
technology. Then, when newer wireless solutions become available, they 
have the flexibility to upgrade simply by replacing the existing streaming 
dongle. LightStream projectors also include an exclusive new cable 
management hood that eliminates the hazards and eyesore of cable 
clutter along with an updated intuitive menu that lets users create the 
perfect image in seconds, every time.
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What you’ll need for simplified wireless 
streaming from a mobile device to a projector:

4A ViewSonic® LightStream™ PJD6 or PJD7 series  
 projector with PortAll™ 
4Wireless dongle such as ViewSonic® WPG-300 
4Mobile device such as smartphone or tablet
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